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Powerful Key Performance Indicators in Commercial Real Estate Agency

In commercial real estate agency, the use of key performance indicators will help
you see just what is working and what is not when it comes to sales team
performance and commission income. The indicators will also help you with your
targeting your budgets and real estate agency business plan.

It is interesting to note that many commercial real estate sales teams struggle with
the changes required to improve personal commissions and listing performance.

You really do need indicators within the agency to show you where the problems
are; you can then implement plans to lift team skills and actions.

It can also be said that each salesperson should have a set of personal indicators
that help them with the tracking of market share and commissions.

An ordinary salesperson is one that goes to work every day and does much of the
same things as yesterday, with little regard for the conditions of the market and the
inbound enquiries. A top salesperson is one that tracks the trends, understands
where the opportunities are, and then modifies their actions to reach into active
market segments.

Here are some advantages for you with this performance planning:

Ability to see what is working and what is not
Set strategies of change can be implemented
Sales and listing results can be optimised
Budgets and performance can be tied together
Teams have something to work to
Individuals know what they are doing and why
Every calendar or financial year there will be factors in the property market that are
changing. Not only do you have the impact of personal performance, but you also
have the economic sentiment, inbound enquiry, seasonal holidays, listing
pressures, and time on market.

If your market is saturated with other competing agents, then every listing will be a
competitive event. Your sales pitch and presentation will need to match or be better
than the best of the agents that are against you.

So how do you know what you should monitor? The ideal indicators to track
include:
1. Inbound enquiries for each listed property
2. Success rates by marketing type and property type
3. Prospecting calls out per week by salesperson and by agency
4. The numbers of meetings created by outbound prospecting
5. Presentations and pitches for listings by each salesperson
6. The numbers of new listings converted by each salesperson
7. Numbers of open listings versus exclusive listings
8. Existing open listing converted to exclusive listings
9. Database growth for the agency and by salesperson
10. Listing ‘hits’ on the internet portals and your website
11. Keyword configurations used in the search engines to find listings

12. Commissions written by each salesperson
13. Sales and leases completed by each salesperson
14. Listings in the market by agent
15. Market share by listings
16. Deals closed and completed in sales and leasing
17. Time on market
These numbers and key facts will help you stay ahead of the industry trends. In
that way you can make important decisions to build better sales team and personal
performance.

